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information on other connective tissue proteins
such as the proteoglycans and phosphoproteins.
Although the application of recombinant DNA
techniques to inherited collagen defects is now
accelerating, the chapter by Tolstoshev and Crystal
is remarkably up to date and provides an accurate
guide to anyone interested in this field. The con-
tributors include most of the recognised American
investigators in the collagen field with a few notable
exceptions.

This work will be of interest to relevant workers
in the field including molecular biologists, medical
geneticists, paediatricians, orthopaedic surgeons,
rheumatologists, and metabolic physicians. Un-
fortunately at £43 * 50 most people will read a library
copy rather than purchase their own, although
perhaps a cheaper soft back edition would have
overcome this problem.

F M POPE

Issues and Reviews in Teratology
Volume 1. Edited by Harold Kalter. (Pp xvii +
354; figures + tables. $45 00.) New York, London:
Plenum Press. 1983.

Editors and publishers must think carefully before
launching a new series of review volumes on an
oversatiated readership. Volume 1 of Issues and
Reviews in Teratology leaves one less than convinced
of a need for such an enterprise.
The contents of the book reflect its title and,

rather like the Curate's egg, I can assure you that
parts of it are excellent. Chapter 4 by Saxen, a
cameo in epidemiology, is well worth reading.
Entitled 'Twenty Years of Study of the Etiology of
Congenital Malformations in Finland', it summarises
the strengths and weaknesses of a reasonably com-
prehensive regional attack on the problem. Hen-
drikx in 'Developmental Toxicity and Non-human
Primates: Interspecies Comparisons' introduces the
general teratologist to the mystique of the non-
human primate and compares its teratogenic res-
ponse to a number (albeit a very small number) of
other mammals. Schardein takes another look at
'Teratogenic Risk Assessment: Past, Present and
Future' which differs from the endlessly repeated
legal requirements in various countries in making
suggestions for the future. One need not necessarily
agree with his predictions.
The reader will be grateful to Dr Snow, 'Restora-

tive Growth in Mammalian Embryos' and to Drs
Grabowski and Daston, 'Functional Teratology
of the Cardiovascular and other Organ Systems' for
introducing the new ideas suggested by the titles
of their stimulating papers. A good 'in depth' account

Book reviews

of our present knowledge of the mechanism of
acetazolamide teratogenesis is given by Drs Hirsch
and Scott and Dr Theisen attempts to knock another
nail into the coffin of the neuropathic theory of limb
reduction defects-a difficult task because it has
been done so often before.
Readers of the Journal of Medical Genetics will

find little new in Dr Carrs' 'Cytogenetics of Human
Reproduction Wastage' or Dr Boue and colleagues'
'Genome and Chromosome Mutations: Balance
between Appearance and Elimination'. There is
some repeated common ground here but the non-
geneticist might chose either of these from the many
competent reviews currently available.
Drs Nishimura and Warkany, both doyens of

teratology, each give us a regrettably brief glimpse
of their accumulated wisdom.

F BECK

Blood Relations. Blood Groups and Anthropology
By A E Mourant. (Pp vi + 146; figures + tables.
£15 00.) Oxford: Oxford University Press/Clarendon
Press. 1983.

Dr Mourant's invaluable compilations The Distribu-
tion of the Human Blood Groups (1954, 1976), The
ABO Blood Groups (1958), Blood Groups and Disease
(1978), and The Genetics of the Jews (1978) are well
known for what they are, authoritative statements of
data published and unpublished, screened for
technical reliability, and all subjected to uniform
methods of gene frequency calculation, on gene
frequencies in human populations throughout
the world. They are the classic sources to be con-
sulted for any description of gene frequency dis-
tribution, be it in country or continent, or for
analytical purposes, to provide normal series against
which special samples can be compared. The
present book takes a more leisurely look at the
interpretation of the data in these volumes, and
harks back to Dr Mourant's first essay in compila-
tion in 1954, when he endeavoured to interpret in
anthropological terms the patterns discernible in
the much more restricted material then available.

Following a short introduction on how we recog-
nise people, which points out the differences between
recognising populations and recognising individuals,
and the usefulness for the former of simply inherited
serological characteristics, there is a chapter on
elementary genetics. Partly historical, it also deals
with gene frequencies and the processes that change
them, the storage of genetic information, linkage,
and the principal blood group, serum protein, and
enzyme polymorphisms that show sufficient gene
frequency variation for them to be included in
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